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About This Game

When a brilliant particle physicist dies unexpectedly, the race is on to secure his terrible new technology before it falls into the
wrong hands. The lives of four playable characters become entangled as they fight against the clock to find the dead scientist’s

secret vault.

The suspicions they harbor, the memories they guard, the connections they share - all will converge as these four ordinary
people work together to prevent a potentially cataclysmic disaster.

Key Features:

Voiceover work featuring fan-favorite Logan Cunningham (Bastion)

Four simultaneously playable characters

A twisting, riveting storyline influenced by player decisions

Long and short term memory system - ask anybody about anything in the game!

Over ten hours of gameplay!
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Resonance is a point and click adventure game. It's a story about new source of power called Resonance, unlimited clean power
or doomsday weapon. You play as 4 different people; Ed a lab assistant, Anna a nurse with a troubled past, Detective Bennett a
cop who bends the rules, and Ray a journalist blogger. When the particle physicist dies in an "accident", it's up four strangers to
come together and find the physicist secret vault with his Resonance research while being followed from the shadows. The
puzzles are challenging. They have a long and short term memory system where you can ask anything to anyone in the game.
The voice asking for a Wadjet Eye Games game is on point and very well done. There are two ending to the game with two
different credit scenes choices. I loved this game as much as the other Wadjet Eye Games' games. And I give this a 9\/10.
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